In the Fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems, a majority of the traffic demands is contributed by various multimedia applications. To support the future 5G multimedia communication systems, the massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique is recognized as a key enabler due to its high spectral efficiency. The massive antennas and radio frequency (RF) chains not only improve the implementation cost of 5G wireless communication systems but also result in an intense mutual coupling effect among antennas because of the limited space for deploying antennas. To reduce the cost, an optimal equivalent precoding matrix with the minimum number of RF chains is proposed for 5G multimedia massive MIMO communication systems considering the mutual coupling effect. Moreover, an upper bound of the effective capacity is derived for 5G multimedia massive MIMO communication systems. Two antenna receive diversity gain models are built and analyzed. The impacts of the antenna spacing, the number of antennas, the quality of service (QoS) statistical exponent, and the number of independent incident directions on the effective capacity of 5G multimedia massive MIMO communication systems are analyzed. Comparing with the conventional zero-forcing precoding matrix, simulation results demonstrate that the proposed optimal equivalent precoding matrix can achieve a higher achievable rate for 5G multimedia massive MIMO communication systems.
A lot of studies have achieved great achievements about mutual coupling among multiple antennas on many topics such as antenna propagation, signal processing and antenna arrays [9] [10] [11] [12] . Utilizing the real measurement data, the authors of [9] have made a comparison on the antenna array performance between the systems considering the mutual coupling and the systems not. It has been proved that mutual coupling has a great influence on the performance of antenna arrays for not only small but also large inter-antenna spacing, because that in order to contain the changes in all the anticipant vectors, the steering vectors of the antenna arrays should be adjusted not only in amplitude but also in phase [10] . Clerckx et. al. studied how the mutual coupling influenced a simple multi-antenna communication system performance [11] . In order to recover the signals received by separate antennas without mutual coupling, the authors of [12] have invented a new technique to make a compensation for mutual coupling in small antenna arrays.
At practical wireless communication transmission terminals, each data stream is first passed through the baseband precoding to radio frequency (RF) chains and then is transmitted to antennas by the RF chains precoding.
For MIMO wireless systems, the precoding technologies are focused on the baseband precoding, i.e., the first order precoding, and each RF chain corresponds to an antenna. Utilizing the phase matrix between RF chains and antennas, the joint precoding of baseband and RF chains was proposed for massive MIMO systems with limited RF chains [13] . However, it is still a great challenge to reduce the number of RF chains for saving the cost of massive MIMO wireless communication systems.
Lots of excellent studies in the field of wireless multimedia communication have emerged [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In order to evaluate the QoS of wireless multimedia networks, the authors in [14, 15 ] created a constrained model of statistical QoS to study the transmission characteristics of data queues. In [16, 17] , the authors referred to the effective capacity of the block fading channel model and proposed a rate and power adaption scheme in which the power is driven by QoS. And in [18] , the authors further combined the effective capacity with information theory and developed some rate adaptation and QoSdriven power schemes which were suitable for the systems of multiplexing and diversity. Also they concluded that stringent QoS and high throughput can be achieved by 2. An optimal equivalent precoding matrix is proposed to reduce the cost of RF chains and satisfy the multimedia data requirements for 5G massive MIMO multimedia communication systems. The rest of this paper is summarized as follows.
In Section 2, a system model in which there is a 2D antenna array is described for massive MIMO wireless communications. In Section 3, the effect of mutual coupling on the massive MIMO wireless systems is evaluated by the receive diversity gain. Moreover, an optimal equivalent precoding matrix is proposed to reduce the cost of RF chains and satisfy the multimedia data requirements for 5G massive MIMO multimedia communication systems. Furthermore, the upper bound of effective capacity is derived for 5G massive MIMO multimedia communication systems. Numerical simulations and analysis are presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper. Figure 1 . System model.
SYSTEM MODEL
A massive MIMO wireless transmission system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The wireless down-link between a user equipment (UE) with multi-antenna and a BS with a 2D rectangular antenna array is studied in this paper.
First of all, we define some basic parameters for this 
and the total number of antennas in this antenna array M can be derived easily as
If we define SN RBS as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the BS, H and β stand for the small scale fading matrix and large scale fading coefficient of the channel in this model respectively, the signal the BS transmits is defined as x, w means the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) over wireless channels, and the mutual coupling matrix is configured as K, equivalent precoding matrix is configured as Feq, A is defined as steering matrix, then the down-link signal vector received at a UE equipped with N antennas can be expressed as
in which x is a Ns × 1 vector, w is a N × 1 vector.
H ∼ CN (0, P I) is governed by a complex Gaussian distribution, and is expressed as
in which C N×P denotes a N × P matrix, P stands for the number of the independent incident directions, hp ∼ CN (0, I) stands for the complex coefficient vector of small scale fading received from the pth incident direction, which is expressed as
in which h (r) p is defined as the real part of hp, and
p is defined as the imaginary part of hp. Furthermore, both of them are Gaussian random variables distributed independently and identically, whose expectation and variance are 0 and 0.5 respectively.
Definitely, P will be very large if considerable scatterers exist in the propagation environment. According to [19, 20] , we divide the angular domain into P independent incident directions with P being large but finite.
Here we assume both of the azimuth angle φq(q = 1, ..., P ) and elevation angle θ are within the scope of [−π/2, π/2]. Each independent incident direction corresponds to one steering vector a (φq, θ) ∈ C M ×1 , so all the P steering vectors can constitute the steering matrix A of the rectangular antenna array which is expressed as
If we define A q ∈ C n×m as the steering matrix of the qth incident direction of the rectangular antenna array, we will get the following relationship,
in which vec (·) is defined as the matrix vectorization operation.
Without loss of generality, we assume the antenna which row and eth column, and it is expressed as
For a rectangular antenna array with M elements, we define K ∈ C M ×M as the corresponding mutual coupling matrix, which is expressed as [11] 
in which ZL denotes the antenna load impedance that 
Thus Zst can be written as
Consider a special case where all M antenna elements in the rectangular antenna array are dipole antennas with the same parameters. Then the mutual impedance z st uv only depends on the antenna spacing and can be obtained with the EMF method in [27] . With a fixed antenna spacing d, we have the following properties:
Similar properties can be derived for Zst as
Together with (10)- (14), the mutual impedance matrix ZM can be readily obtained. It bears noting that with (10)- (14), the computational complexity can be significantly reduced compared to the direct calculation of the M × M entries of ZM , especially with a large M .
The equivalent precoding matrix Feq = FRFFBB consists of baseband precoding matrix FBB and the RF precoding matrixFRF .
Ns data streams are transmitted by N t RF radio frequency (RF) chains and M antennas at the BS. All wireless data is received by N r RF RF chains and N antennas at the UE. In this case, the detected wireless signals at the UE is expressed bỹ
in which † is a conjugate transpose operation, Weq is a N × Ns equivalent signal detection matrix which consists of baseband detection matrix WBB and the RF detection matrix WRF , y is the received signal vector at antennas of the UE. Essentially, FRF and WRF are phase shift matrices used for the signal precoding and detection at the RF chains. Hence, the absolute value of the RF detection matrix FRF and the RF precoding matrix FRF is equal to 1.
MUTUAL COUPLING EFFECT MODELING

Receive Diversity Gain Models
Deployed in a constrained space at the BS, the number of antenna elements is inversely proportional to the antenna spacing, i.e., a larger number of antennas lead to a smaller antenna spacing. As concluded in [21] , more antennas lead to a higher receive diversity gain of the massive MIMO system, whereas the diversity gain can be compromised by the mutual coupling effect that is caused by decreasing the antenna spacing. Thus, when a number of antennas are deployed in a fixed constrained area, there
exists a tradeoff between M and d, and it is important to analyze the the effect of mutual coupling on the achievable receive diversity gain of the massive MIMO systems.
Firstly, with a fixed antenna spacing, the antenna number receive diversity gain GM is defined as
in which ξ Secondly, with a fixed number of antennas, the antenna spacing receive diversity gain G d is defined as
in which ξ In order to obtain the expectation of the received SNR in (16) and (17), perfect channel state information is assumed to be available at the BS, which uses maximal-ratio combining (MRC) for signal detection. When there are M antennas and the neighboring antennas are separated with a spacing of d, the received signal after MRC detection at the UE is given as [22] 
in which G † denotes the conjugate transpose of G with
In addition, the average SNR seen at the UE side can be written as
Then with M antenna elements with antenna spacing d, the expectation of the SNR at the UE can be obtained as
in which E {·} denotes the expectation operation. We can further obtain G d and GM through substituting (20) into (16) and (17), and replacing M and d with Mmin and dmin.
Shannon Capacity with Optimal RF Chains
A phase shift matrix is designed to separate the Based on the system model in Fig. 1 , the system achievable rate, i.e., the maximum Shannon capacity is expressed by (21) and normalized on the unit bandwidth [23] . Let M IN = min (M, P ), the eigenvalues of wireless channels H are ordered by λ1 To simplify the derivation, the rank of wireless channels is assumed to be larger than the number of data stream in the following study. The optimal equivalent detection matrix Weq is derived by a singular value decomposition (SVD) method
with
in which UW and V † W are unitary matrices. The optimal equivalent precoding matrix Feq is derived by a SVD method
in which UF and V † F are unitary matrices. When a SVD method is performed over the equivalent channel Heq = HAK, the equivalent channel is derived
in which UH and V † H are unitary matrices. Based on (22) , (23) and (24), the maximum available rate Rmax is further derived by a SVD method in (25) when the optimal equivalent detection matrix Weq is assumed to be a non-singular matrix. Let
(25) is rewritten by
∂L f
in which Σ F 2 and Σ H 2 are diagonal matrices and the values of elements at diagonal line are larger than zero.
Furthermore, the eigenvalues of Σ F 2 and Σ H 2 are the elements at the diagonal lines, respectively. U is a unitary matrix, i.e., U 2 = M . When U is configured as a diagonal matrix, the maximum available rate is achieved
Assume that the transmission power at the BSs is independent of the equivalent precoding matrix. This assumption implies that Feq F = Ns, i.e.,
The maximum available rate Rmax can be simplified as (32).
To achieve the maximum achievable rate, the optimal solution of the equivalent precoding is derived by a 
in which (i = 1, 2...r), we can further derive the following result
in which (i, j = 1, 2...r).
Based on (31), the square of eigenvalues at the equivalent precoding matrix Feq is derived by
According to (25) and (30), we know that Weq, VF, UH and U are removed in the simplification process of Rmax, so VF, UH and U can be unit matrices. And furthermore, UF and VH can also be unit matrices, and UF = VH. Considering the Weq is a N × Ns nonsingular matrix, Weq can be decomposed by
In this case, the optimal equivalent precoding matrix is simplified by 
.
Based on the method in [23] , the optimal equivalent precoding matrix Feq is composed of FRF and FBB, which are designed in (40) with bj = 1 2 max
in which fi,j is the element of Feq located at the ith row and the jth column∡fi,j is the corresponding angle.
Based on the result in (40), the number of RF chains 2Ns can satisfy the requirement of the optimal equivalent precoding matrix. In general, the number of antennas M is larger than the number of RF chains 2Ns in 5G massive MIMO wireless systems. Hence, our proposed optimal equivalent precoding matrix can save the number of RF chains M − 2Ns.
Effective Capacity with Mutual Coupling Effect
From [28] , we define the effective capacity under multimedia constraints as
in which θ and B denote the QoS statistical exponent and bandwidth respectively, E{·} is the expectation operation.
Without losing generality, we consider independent fading channels that keep static within a frame duration T .
Considering the maximum available rate in (32), (41) can be extended as (42), and it is clear that f (x) = x −a , (a > 0) is a convex function. Then an upper bound of the effective capacity can be obtained using Jensen's inequality,
Based on (32), the upper bound of the maximum available rate is derived in (44). When the optimal equivalent precoding matrix is used for massive MIMO wireless systems, the upper bound of the maximum available rate is 
E{Rmax} r log SN RBS Ns
further derived in (45). Considering the lemma 2.9 in [29] , the upper bound of the maximum available rate is finally expressed in (46). As a consequence, the upper bound of the effective capacity in 5G multimedia communication systems is given by (47).
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of arrive at an arbitrary angle uniformly. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the elevation angle θ and azimuth φq follow
For ease of demonstration, the default number of independent incident directions P = 70 is configured, with frame duration T = 1ms and bandwidth B = 1MHz [28] .
In Fig. 2 as 0.01. With a fixed SNR value, it is observed that a higher effective capacity is obtained by increasing the antenna number. In addition, with a fixed number of antennas, a higher effective capacity is obtained with a higher SNR. number of independent incident directions. When the SNR is fixed, there is a positive correlation between the effective capacity and the independent incident directions.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the mutual coupling effect, an optimal equivalent precoding matrix has been proposed to maximize the available rate and save the cost of RF 
